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How to Create a Service Request 

Audience: IT Staff 

 
This is a review of how to create a Service Request in ChangeGear. 

 

1. Enter the Requester information and confirm the name, phone and email are correct. 

2. Select Location. This ensures the ticket is routed to the correct facility. 

a. Use the + sign to locate other hospitals or facilities.  

3. Sometimes it's useful to know User Role in Outlook. For example, if the Requester is a nurse 

practitioner, that person has a different access level than a lab technician. This is why some roles 

are listed, and more will be added later.  

4. Summary is a brief description of the Service Request. 

 

 

 

5. Owner is the entity responsible for working the ticket. If you don’t know the team, select the Help 

Desk. 

a. Leave Assigned To blank. 

6. Owner Priority defaults to Medium. You can change this to low, high or urgent as needed. 

7. Use General Request, but select the appropriate Request Type Subcategory. There will be 

additional subcategories as we go forward. 

8. Application/Resource/Classification is important for reporting which application is being requested. 

9. Priority defaults to Medium but can be changed to low, high or critical. The Urgency and Impact field 

are not currently active. 

10. Origin field is mainly for reporting and shows how the service request came in. 
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How to Create a Service Request 

11. Description provides more detail regarding the request. Click the pencil icon to record your entry. 

12. Notes is used to describe action taken on the request. It’s not viewable by the requester, so it can 

include confidential information, such as an MRN. Click the pencil icon to record your entry. 

 

 

 

13. Click Submit for Approval. There is no approval, and this may say Submit in the future. 

 

   

 


